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1.V2X verification method & corrective action procedure

<Conclusion>

Japan will accept “EC Proposal”.

<Reason>

Japan confirmed by the case study that there is no excessive burden on the OEMs/ Agencies in terms of control 

development, number of vehicles tested, etc.

<Suggestion>

The verbal exchange at EVE65 should be clearly (without misunderstanding) described in the WD of GTR22.

<Understanding of the verbal exchange>

If first test is NG, conduct the second test, if Pass, end. 

If NG, conduct the third test, if Pass, end. If NG, fail judgment.

＜Suggestion to change＞
A single test with maximum three vehicles used in V2X or non-traction purposes, where all the measured virtual
distance deviates more than 5% from the reported virtual distance shall lead to a fail of the reported virtual distance.

verbal exchange at EVE65 

I have to say, I mean, we can even put something here. Test one. We can put it one or one, two, three vehicles. Okay. This would provide the same way 

we have for other insurance verifications, at least, you know, some certainty. 

If you have all three that fail, then it's a fail. If you have two that fail, then you need to test more. And if you have all three that pass, of course, it's a pass. 

That could be also an option. I mean, it's just that, you know, I thought, okay, this, this is pretty straightforward. 



6.5 Corrective measures for reported virtual distance

In case of a failed reported virtual distance, all reported virtual distances for this battery family shall be corrected by the 

deviation between the measured and reported values according to point 6.5.1 and the procedure for verification of Part 

B shall be repeated to confirm the pass or fail. Corrective measures shall also be taken with the agreement of the 

responsible authority in order to correct the virtual distance calculator in all affected and future vehicles.

＜Japan Understanding and Confirmation >

1. What does it mean to correct the deviation between the measured value and the reported value at fail judgment?   

Corrected Virtual Distance= each Reported distance x (1- (reported - measured)/measured)   

Example: In the case of Part C Reported: 120, Measured: 100, 
reported:10,000 x (1-(120-100)/100) = corrected:8,000 @ Part B.

Confirmation: Which deviation of the 3 NG results should be used for correction? Average or Maximum ?

2. modify the calculation algorithm (change the program) for related vehicles and for the future

＜Suggestion to change＞

In case of a failed reported virtual distance, all reported virtual distances for this battery family shall be corrected by

the average deviation between the measured and reported values according to point 6.5.1 and the procedure for

verification of Part B shall be repeated to confirm the pass or fail. Corrective measures shall also be taken with the

agreement of the responsible authority in order to correct the virtual distance calculator (Algorithm) in all affected and
future vehicles



2. Proposal “ NOT to the deletion of MPR_Matrix
Conclusion.

Japan propose that MPR Matrix should be reinstated.

Reason

Japan believe that MPR relaxation is necessary as an option for economically challenged CPs who would consider 

the introduction of GTR22 into their regional regulation for BEV deployment.

Ichikawa and Abe: 

exchanges in Japanese during the EVE65

1. The discussion history indicates that in CPs 

that intend to introduce BEVs in the future and 

where consumers are not economically able 

to afford expensive vehicles, consideration 

should be given to relaxing the MPR and 

deploying more BEVs in the areas where they 

are not economically able to afford expensive 

vehicles.

2. there was certainly no specific proposal from 

the CP at phase 2 as such, but there was also 

no discussion that it could be removed.

Penny (EC): 
send me a written comment later!

it's undo a change. it's very easy.



43.The new MPR setting concept as depicted with the matrix below, Figure I/3, was proposed by Japan in order to 

let each Contracting Party decide its own MPR as option. The matrix exemplified the area to be defined as 

substandard category of MPR and the area that the MPR can be determined. 

The IWG considered this proposal and decided to not adopt it during the first and second phase.

Figure I/3 

Sample of MPR Matrix

If it's even possible to modify it.

Japan propose to add “and second”



Reference



EVE-38-03e First concept proposal

History of MPR_Matrix



EVE-38-03e



EVE-40-03e



proposed to add Annex xEVE-40-03e



EVE-43-03e



Proposal to add to Technical Report instead of Annex in order to keep evidence of discussion.

EVE-43-03e



EVE 48th Session

WebEx, May 18, 2021
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